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BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Customer support frustration starts with the time wasted getting a case 
to the right agent. Getting the case to the wrong agent means longer case 
cycles, customer friction, higher likelihood the case escalates, and agent 
frustration from being assigned a case that doesn’t match their skills or 
expertise. This all leads to higher mean time to resolution (MTTR).

Case assignment lacks a singular workflow, with no visibility into shifting 
workloads, evolving skill sets, or agent availability. Keyword, round-robin, 
meta-data, and rules-based methods are too manual and impossible to 
maintain.  Even if you have some visibility or automation, it’s spread  
throughout various tools and requires tribal knowledge to make solid 
decisions. There’s no scalable, repeatable way to consistently make the 
right case assignment — which eventually leads to burnout. Managers who 
manually assign cases can spend up to 20% of their time managing queues.

Low MTTR and high customer satisfaction hinge on assigning the best 
available agent to every case. It’s time to take a holistic, intelligent 
approach. SupportLogic SX is proven to reduce MTTR, significantly increase 
first-day resolution, and reduce escalation requests — leading to reduced 
backlog and a better case queue.

Get the best available agent — every time.

The application displays a match rating 
along with agent factors, backlog, and the 
prior history with every case and customer.

BY THE NUMBERS

53%
31%
56%

Decrease in MTTR 
(from 4 days to 2)*

Increase in 
first-day resolution*

Reduction in 
escalation requests*

*Coveo’s results within six months.

HOW IT WORKS

SupportLogic SX takes a holistic approach to case assignment, using five 
distinct factors to make the best recommendation possible:

• Time overlap: Agent availability based on their assignment hours, working 
hours, and real-time availability (vacation, meetings, and so on).

• Skills match: The skills required to resolve a particular case matched to 
the skill relevancy of your available agents.

• Case complexity match: Machine learning predicts the duration and 
response frequency of the case and compares it to agent trends. 

• Company experience: An algorithm scores each agent’s prior support 
relationship with the customer.

• Bandwidth: Each agent’s current backlog, weighted by complexity, 
priority, and proximity to resolution
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THE RECOMMENDATION ENGINE

Natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning analyze every agent against your case queue. An overall 
case-agent compatibility score is then calculated and used to stack rank and recommend the best-suited assignee. 
To stay current, the model learns from every case and captures the evolving skill set of every agent — reflecting the 
state of your support organization. To prevent strong agents from constantly taking the strong cases and denying 
opportunity to new agents, the model is configured to “stretch” agents slightly beyond their current abilities.

Case Data Extraction Decision Tree Recommendation

NLP and case data are used to 
infer:

• Case urgency

• Case complexity

• Agent skill match

• The skills required to resolve 
the case

A decision tree-based machine 
learning model factors the 
support agent’s:

• Prior relationship with the 
customer

• Availability

• Backlog

• Experience and skill relevancy

The model then makes an 
assignment recommendation, 
grading its prediction by:

• Calculating a compatibility 
score

• Highlighting the factors that 
drive the recommendation

The following image shows how the five factors combine to recommend the best available agent. The score 
breakdown shows how each factor contributes to the recommendation:
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Imagine the impact on your business if MTTR was cut in half. For more  
information on intelligent case assignment, escalation prediction, backlog 
management, customer health metrics and more, visit supportlogic.com.

KEY FEATURES

Flexible Agent Configuration:

• Create teams of agents and assign those teams to 
your existing case queues.

• Assign agents to specific case queues, setting  
guardrails for the recommendation engine.

Availability Management with Shifts:

• Associate multiple agents to each shift. 

• Configure assignment hours (specifying when cases 
can be assigned to agents) as well as working hours 
(specifying when the agents are working) for multiple 
days in each shift. 

• Visualize coverage across shifts, quickly identify 
gaps, and easily move agents between shifts.

Automated Assignment Mode:

• Assign cases directly to the support agents and notify 
them in their native interface.

• Empower teams without the resources to triage and 
manually assign every case.

• Stay flexible by setting auto mode per case queue.

Manual Assignment Mode: 

• Manually assign cases to support engineers using 
intelligent assignment recommendations.

• Maintain a tight control on the case assignment 
process.

• Stay flexible by setting manual mode per case queue.

TESTIMONIAL

SupportLogic SX has been proven to decrease average resolution time and case friction, boosting team efficiency. 
After a root-cause analysis, Coveo found that their agents were often faced with issues with which they were not 
fully familiar, causing delays in resolution. MTTR had been stuck at four days for four straight quarters. Within six 
months of implementation, Coveo reduced MTTR by 53% (from 4 days to 2), increased first-day resolution by 31%, 
and reduced escalation requests by 56%. 

“Our management team uses SupportLogic as our eyes everywhere. 
From an agent experience standpoint, nothing is worse than receiving a case 
and saying, ‘OK, I’ve never seen this before, I have no idea where to start with 
this.’ The application detects who the best and most qualified people are.  
That definitely helps.”
- Patrick Martin, VP of Technical Support at Coveo

Read the Case Study
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